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On ne peut réellement comprendre l'importance des décisions en ce qui concerne l'attribution de la juridiction des affaires autochtones dans les États fédéraux que lorsqu'on les étudie comparativement, au niveau transnational. Il semble que les historiens canadiens ne se soient jamais penchés sur le fait que l'Acte de l'Amérique du Nord britannique a conféré au gouvernement fédéral canadien la juridiction exclusive des affaires indiennes, même si cette stipulation est unique parmi les documents constitutionnels d'États fédéraux comparables (les États-Unis et l'Australie). Cet article explique que les articles des lois constitutionnelles au Canada, aux États-Unis et en Australie sont le produit des relations historiques antérieures entre l'État et les Autochtones dans chacun de ces pays, mais qu'ils ont en retour profondément influé sur l'histoire subséquente de chacun de ces pays. Malgré des différences marquées, les tendances qui ont influencé ces trois pays se discernent dans des développements similaires et parallèles.
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Abstract

The importance of decisions regarding the allocation of jurisdiction over Indigenous affairs in federal states can only be understood well when studied transnationally and comparatively. Historians of Canada appear never to have considered the significance of the fact that the British North America Act (1867) gave the Canadian federal government exclusive jurisdiction over Indian affairs, even though that stipulation is unique among the constitutional documents of comparable federal states (the United States and Australia). This article explains that the constitutional provisions in Canada, the United States, and Australia are a product of the previous history of indigenous-state relations in each location, but also profoundly affected subsequent developments in each of those countries. Despite stark differences, the similar and parallel developments also hint at trends that influenced all three countries.

Résumé

On ne peut réellement comprendre l’importance des décisions en ce qui concerne l’attribution de la juridiction des affaires autochtones dans les États fédéraux que lorsqu’on les étudie comparativement, au niveau transnational. Il semble que les historiens canadiens ne se soient jamais
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When negotiators hammered out the British North America (BNA) Act (1867), they could refer to the United States constitutions for precedents. Those documents offered two possibilities when it came to allocating jurisdiction over Indian Affairs.1 Under Article 9 of the Articles of Confederation, which governed the United States from 1781 to 1789, each state managed Indian affairs within its own borders, with Congress having authority only in the territories. Thereafter, Article 1(8) of the 1789 Constitution specified that “Congress shall have Power … to regulate Commerce with … the Indian Tribes.”

Article 9 of the Articles of Confederation and Article 1(8) of the Constitution find their analogue in section 91(24) of the BNA Act, which stipulates that the “exclusive Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all Matters” related to “Indians, and the Lands reserved for the Indians.” By stark contrast, section 51(26) of the Australian Constitution (1901) stipulated that the Commonwealth (federal) government would have no right to make special laws respecting Aboriginal Peoples: “The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the peace, order, and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to: … The people of any race, other than the aboriginal race in any State, for whom it is deemed necessary to make special laws.”2

What was the significance of federation for the way Indigenous affairs were administered? Historians of Canada do not
appear to have asked that question. In *Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens*, J. R. Miller dispenses with federation by noting only that “in 1867 the British North America Act assigned jurisdiction for ‘Indians and lands reserved for the Indians’ to the federal government and parliament of the Dominion of Canada.” In *I Have Lived Here since the World Began*, Arthur J. Ray does not mention the BNA Act at all. By contrast, at the time of Australia’s centennial, Patricia Grimshaw argued that the Australian constitution marked a significant but ominous milestone in Australian history. In her view, “Federation was a turning point in Australian history because British colonists finally defeated one of the competing narratives about Aborigines, a narrative that asserted the moral entitlement of Aborigines to dedicated reserves and fair compensation as the original owners of the land, and that promised an optimistic outcome of the ‘civilizing mission,’ and equal place in the new white society, in its economy, work, churches, schools, law, and political system.”

The stark differences between Australia, Canada, and the United States have puzzled Australian historians. In 1973, Peter Biskup noted that “the constitution of the United States of America and of the Dominion of Canada, to which the founding fathers of the Commonwealth looked for guidance, made the care of the indigenous population a federal matter, and one would have expected the framers of the Australian constitution to follow this example.” In 2007, Bain Attwood and Andrew Markus observed that the approach of the Australian fathers of federation to this matter of jurisdiction differed markedly from that of their counterparts in two comparable countries. Unlike the Australian Constitution, the constitutions of both the United States and Canada gave their federal governments substantial powers over Indigenous peoples. At the time of federation in these two countries, the national governments had claimed responsibility for vast territories comprising Indigenous-controlled lands from which new states and provinces were to be carved, whereas at the time of federation in Australia the Indigenous people had largely been dispossessed
of their lands. The former perceived a need for their federal governments to have considerable powers in Indigenous affairs, the latter did not.8

After identifying the enigma, those historians did not attempt to solve it. There has been no systematic study of the significance that decisions about the allocation of responsibility for Indigenous affairs have played in those three countries. But when viewed from a transnational perspective, the BNA Act takes on significance previously overlooked. Section 91(24) represented a greater break with the past than the scholarly literature suggests. Historians have viewed 91(24) as unremarkable. Yet, it was unlike analogous provisions in American and Australian constitutions — and the different provisions had very important implications in all three countries. Canada’s provision is the only one that explicitly placed exclusive powers with the federal government. In the United States, constitutional change, federal law, court rulings, and practical administration of policy, eventually gave the federal government exclusive powers, but in Australia, even a protracted campaign failed to achieve anything like Canada’s 91(24). A transnational approach to the history of constitutional provisions shows that bureaucrats and politicians in each place chose from an array of possibilities when they decided how to administer Indigenous affairs. Finally, in the longer term, as the relevance of — or the memory of the relevance of — Indigenous affairs to national security changed, all three federal governments grew increasingly reluctant to retain or assume responsibility for Indigenous affairs.

The Federalization of Indian Affairs in the United States of America, 1776-1834

The history of the allocation of responsibility for Indian affairs in the United States may have influenced negotiators of the BNA Act and almost certainly negotiators of the Australian Constitution. Until 1755, each British (and Dutch) North American colony administered its own Indian affairs. Governors and assem-
bles of colonies concluded land-cession and peace treaties with the leaders of Indigenous communities, in the case of land-transfer treaties often without the authorization, acknowledgement, or ratification of metropolitan authorities. These treaties are important for American and Canadian history, since they set precedents for subsequent treaties in both countries. But when the Great War for the Empire (1754-1763) erupted in 1754, British officials were convinced that military exigencies demanded that jurisdiction over Indian affairs must be centralized, as it was in French North America. Accordingly, Lord Halifax, President of the Board of Trade (which supervised the British Crown’s interest in the American colonies), revoked each colony’s jurisdiction over Indian affairs, and created the Indian Department under the supervision of the Commander-in-Chief of the British military forces in North America. In a way, that Indian Department is the forerunner of both the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs and the American Bureau of Indian Affairs. When thirteen of Great Britain’s North American colonies declared independence in 1776, however, the history of the bureaucracies diverged significantly.

Canada has never been a confederation. The United States, on the other hand, was a confederation — sovereign states united by a weak central government — from 1776 to 1789. Not surprisingly, then, American constitutions stipulated that states retained all powers not allocated to Congress. Section 2 of the Articles of Confederation stated that “each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every power, jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this Confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled.”

Francis Paul Prucha was right when he wrote that “the principles incorporated in the Articles of Confederation gave a decisive turn to American Indian policy.” Those who drafted a constitution for the United States (and those who sought to form a Continental Congress for the colonies before independence) faced a crucial question: where should authority over Indian affairs be vested? Especially since no documents shed light on deliberations leading to Canada’s 91(24), records from other countries are particularly interesting. As early as July 1775, a special committee on
Indian affairs announced that “securing and preserving the friendship of the Indian Nations appears to be a subject of the utmost moment to these colonies.” Thus, most of delegates to the Continental Congress, including Benjamin Franklin, believed that it was in the states’ security interests that Indian affairs should be vested in the most senior branch of government. In a draft constitution for the “United Colonies of North America,” completed on 21 July 1775, Franklin implied that Indian affairs should be handled by the Continental Congress. Shortly after the colonies declared independence, John Dickinson proposed language very similar to what Canadian delegates would adopt 91 years later. Article 18 of his draft Articles of Confederation (1776) unambiguously stipulated that “the United States assembled shall have the sole and exclusive Right and Power of … Regulating the Trade, and managing all Affairs with the Indians.”

Franklin and Dickinson did not get their way. Their position was defended primarily by arguments related to national security. Button Gwinnett of Georgia (a frontier state in which the management of Indian affairs was delicate and expensive) wanted to be rid of jurisdiction, because “Georgia is not equal to the expense of giving the donations to the Indians, which will be necessary to keep them at peace. The emoluments of the trade are not a compensation for the expense of donations.” James Wilson of Pennsylvania concurred:

No lasting peace will be [made] with the Indians, unless made by some one body. … No power ought to treat with the Indians, but the United States. Indians know the striking benefits of confederation; they have an example of it in the union of the Six Nations. The idea of the union of the Colonies struck them forcibly last year. None should trade with Indians without a license from Congress. A perpetual war would be unavoidable, if everybody was allowed to trade with them.

Edward Rutledge and Thomas Lynch of South Carolina disagreed. They wanted their state to control its lucrative deerskin trade. Delegates had to compromise to achieve a confederation,
so they could not ignore Rutledge and Lynch. Virginia representative Carter Braxton proposed the compromise that carried the day: Giving the Continental Congress powers over Indian affairs in United States territories west of the state boundaries, but having states retain jurisdiction in regard to Indian “Nations tributary” to the states.19 In the end, Article 9 of the Articles of Confederation stipulated that “the United States in Congress assembled shall … have the sole and exclusive right and power of … regulating the trade and managing all affairs with the Indians, not members of any of the States, provided that the legislative right of any State within its own limits be not infringed or violated.”20 Indians were also mentioned in Article 6, which illustrates the degree to which Indians were seen as potential military threats. It stipulated that “no State shall engage in any war without the consent of the United States in Congress assembled, unless such State be actually invaded by enemies, or shall have received certain advice of a resolution being formed by some nation of Indians to invade such State, and the danger is so imminent as not to admit of a delay till the United States in Congress assembled can be consulted.”21

The relationships between the United States and Indian nations during the years of the Continental Congress (1781–1789) were dreadful, certainly in large part because of the decentralized administration of Indian affairs. However “perfect” the union might have been, by the mid-1780s, moves towards a “more perfect union” had begun. One of the crucial shortcomings of the Confederation was that the Continental Congress was so militarily weak that it was unable actually to control much of the western territories or those territories’ Indian denizens. Furthermore, when Indian affairs were managed haphazardly by different states, the entire confederation risked long and costly warfare with Indian nations. In other words, the experience under the Articles of Confederation seemed to vindicate those who had argued that the Continental Congress should be given sole and exclusive authority over Indian affairs. The crisis was so deep that some proponents of central control even reasoned that, despite the wording of the Articles of Confederation, “the parties
to the confederation must have intended to give them [powers over Indian affairs] entire to the Union.”

The context might explain why the question of jurisdiction apparently generated little debate during the Constitutional Convention of 1787. Francis Prucha suggested that “the lack of debate on the question indicates, perhaps, the universal agreement that Indian affairs should be left in the hands of the federal government.”

If Prucha was right, why did the members of the Constitutional Convention not revert to John Dickinson’s unambiguous wording that Congress would “have the sole and exclusive Right and Power of … Regulating the Trade, and managing all Affairs with the Indians”? They probably hesitated because they wanted to avoid controversy over states’ rights. At any rate, Article 1(8) of the 1789 Constitution was brief and vague on the question of Indian Affairs: “Congress shall have Power … to regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes.” Dickinson’s “sole and exclusive” and “all affairs” were conspicuously absent.

What section 1(8) actually meant, in light of the previous Articles of Confederation, would be determined over the ensuing decades. Did the federal government enjoy exclusive power, or did the federal and state governments share concurrent or overlapping powers? The granting of certain powers to a government, particularly when those powers are not exclusive, does not guarantee that the government will actually exercise them. In the United States between 1789 and 1828, the federal government did exercise the powers given it, but “still new and weak” in the earliest years, it did so cautiously, but increasingly assertively.

After 1789, the federal government did appoint Indian agents and a Superintendent of Indian Trade (within the War Department). Moreover, it passed Trade and Intercourse Acts (starting in 1790) that fit within a narrow interpretation of Article 1(8). But not until 1824 did the Secretary of War, John C. Calhoun, create the Bureau of Indian Affairs — with a broader mandate — and even then, he did so unilaterally, without the sanction, authorization, or approval of Congress. The fact that George Washington’s government spent an astounding 80 percent of its
budget to fight Indian wars that did successfully bring the western territories under government control certainly elevated the stature of the federal government. ⁰ But after 1789, some governments behaved as though they enjoyed concurrent powers over Indian affairs, with states sometimes defying the federal Trade and Intercourse Acts to administer Indians and conclude land-transfer treaties unilaterally. ²⁹ To avoid showdowns during the earliest years, especially with powerful states such as New York, federal officials sometimes cooperated with the states and ratified their treaties. In later years, by excluding state officials from important deliberations and decisions, the federal government asserted exclusive authority. ³⁰ So, by use of effective strategy, and with the acquiescence of most states, the federal government did assume near exclusive control over Indian affairs quite quickly after 1789. Nevertheless, it remained constitutionally unclear whether federal power was exclusive or concurrent with states’ powers.

Emboldened by the election of Andrew Jackson in 1828, Georgia immediately seized upon the Constitution’s ambiguities. Strongly supported by the southern vote, Jackson was a proponent of Cherokee removal from Georgia, and, many people believed, an advocate of states’ rights. Counting on a supportive White House, Georgia passed several controversial laws between 1828 and 1830, the effect of which was to claim exclusive state jurisdiction over the Cherokee. ³¹ Rather than contest Georgia’s right to do so, Jackson explicitly endorsed the state’s actions. But, the Cherokee and their allies, including clergy, missionaries, and women activists such as Catherine Beecher, challenged Georgia in public and in the courts. ³² Thus, in 1832, it fell to the Supreme Court to decide the precise meaning of Article 1(8).

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, John Marshall — always eager to render decisions that enhanced the power of the federal government — seized the opportunity to establish a federalist interpretation of Article 1(8). On 3 March 1832, in *Worcester v. Georgia*, Marshall claimed (not without some historical licence) that before independence, authority over Indian affairs “in its utmost extent was admitted to reside in the Crown,” not the colonies. Thus, he opined, Congress, not the states, inher-
ited those powers upon independence. After thus simplifying the history of Indian affairs before 1776, Marshall construed the Articles of Confederation as anomalous. He ruled that while the Articles of Confederation had “ambiguous phrases” that caused “discontents and confusion,” the Constitution had clarified matters; the powers conferred upon the federal government in Article 1(8) of the Constitution “comprehend all that is required for the regulation of our intercourse with the Indians. They are not limited by any restrictions on their free action. The shackles imposed on this power, in the confederation, are discarded.”

Thus, although not yet with the actual ratification of the Constitution in 1789, but with John Marshall’s ruling in *Worcester v. Georgia* (1832), all affairs having to do with Indians in the United States can be said to have been constitutionally under the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the federal government. *Worcester* is best known for clarifying the nature of Indian sovereignty in the United States, but as Stephen J. Rockwell has pointed out, its significance “lies less in the paper protections it afforded the Cherokee, and more in its clarification of the fact that the federal government, not the states, still controlled Indian policy and administration.”

Marshall’s ruling appears to have made a tangible difference soon thereafter. Thomas McKenney, the Superintendent of Indian Affairs from 1824 to 1830, had tried to place the Indian Office on a solid and stable footing, but it was not until 9 July 1832, a few months after Marshall’s decision, that Congress gave the Commissioner of Indian Affairs statutory authority. Two years later, Congress revamped and solidified the place of the Department of Indian Affairs. Thanks to the ambiguities of Article 1(8), federal-state conflict over the management of Indian affairs in the United States continues into the twenty-first century, but Marshall’s 1832 decision marked an important turning point in defining the federal government’s role in Indian affairs.

**Federalizing Indian Affairs in the British North America Act, 1867**

Not all of the British North American colonies declared independence in 1776. The administration of Indian affairs in the
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loyal colonies evolved before and after American independence. Canadian historians appear to assume — probably correctly — that it was almost certain that negotiators would vest Indian affairs with the federal government in 1867. But, we should not overlook the fact that the management of Indian affairs in British North America in the years before Canadian federation was complicated. Marshall’s words that “in its utmost extent,” power “resided in the Crown,” may have applied to British North America in 1755, but it was not always so. Indeed, soon after the Treaty of Paris (1763) was signed, the exigencies of war passed and London began to loosen its grip on Indian affairs. Some colonies gradually assumed more control, with London’s acquiescence. In 1766, John Stuart, British Superintendent of Indian affairs in the southern colonies, warned that persons residing as Traders in the Indian Countries being employed by the respective Governors to call Meetings and transact Business for their Provinces without the participation or Interposition of the Superintendent or his Deputy residing in such Indian Country has a tendency to lesson [sic] the Authority and Influence of the Superintendent and his Officers and to destroy that Subordination which is necessary to the Government of the Traders and the Introduction of Order amongst the Indians which I humbly submit. … every Governor acts as if no other Person had a concern in Indian Affairs and every Province makes Laws for Regulating Indian Trade … without knowing or attending to the inconveniences with may result therefrom.

Rather than resist, the British government relinquished significant control over matters related to Indian trade to individual colonies in 1768, a move that permitted it to reduce greatly the expenses of the British Indian Department, but which also permitted colonial governments to ignore, and even actually to commit, abuses against Indian communities. Indigenous leaders and humanitarians protested this devolution of responsibility to the colonies, especially where legislative assemblies seized
that power. During the late 1830s when humanitarians briefly exercised significant influence over the British Colonial Office, they had opportunity to have their views expressed within government. The British Select Committee on Aborigines recommended in 1837 that

the protection of the Aborigines should be considered as a duty peculiarly belonging and appropriate to the Executive Government, as administered either in this country [Great Britain] or by the Governors of the respective Colonies. This is not a trust which could conveniently be confided to the local Legislatures, ... the settlers in almost every Colony, having either disputes to adjust with the native tribes, or claims to urge against them, the representative body is virtually a party, and therefore ought not to be the judge in such controversies.40

Notwithstanding the recommendations of humanitarians and Indigenous leaders, the legislative assemblies of the Maritime colonies, like other British North American colonies formed before 1776, but unlike Upper and Lower Canada, did assume significant control over Indian affairs. In those colonies, the governors essentially delegated their authority to the elected assemblies, which appointed Indian Commissioners, and, as a result, legislation and policy in the Maritime colonies strongly reflected settler interests. For example, New Brunswick, in 1844, and Nova Scotia, in 1859, passed legislation that explicitly gave the legislature the legal authority to remove land from Indian reserves without the consent of the Indians.41

Québec and the Canadas were different. The governors of Québec (1774–1791) were well positioned to defend Indian peoples against settlers because they were not encumbered with an elected assembly. The constitutions of Upper and Lower Canada (1791–1841) also ensured that the London-appointed governors were less beholden to the assemblies than were governors in other British North American colonies. During the period of the Union of the Canadas (1841–1867), the elected legislature
did gradually assume more power until responsibility for Indian affairs was formally transferred from London to Canada in 1860. That transfer was very controversial. Many, including Indian leaders, feared that the transfer would make the Indian Department vulnerable to the whims of the Canadian elected assembly. Some Indian leaders in the colony of Canada even suggested that it would be better to abolish the Indian Department altogether than to put the control of the department in the hands of the legislature.42 The reluctance of the Canadian government to accept responsibility for Indian affairs — probably for financial reasons — appears to have delayed the transfer, although officials in the British government believed that longstanding mutually beneficial relations between Indians and Canadians, and Canada’s political maturity, justified the transfer.43 According to John Milloy, as it turned out, the transfer of responsibility did not bring about a significant change in the administration of Indian affairs in the colony of Canada.44

Despite 26 years of union, the government of the Province of Canada never merged the Indian Departments (and several other bureaucracies) of Upper and Lower Canada. It passed different legislation, applied different policies, and maintained separate offices until 1867. In sum, the administration of Indian affairs differed significantly among the colonies that formed the Dominion of Canada in 1867. There were distinct traditions in the Maritime colonies, and two Indian Departments and two legislative and policy regimes in the Province of Canada — four distinct bureaucracies and legislative regimes among the three founding colonies.

The lack of records makes it is impossible to know whether there was any debate over whether the provinces would retain jurisdiction over Indian affairs at federation, as there had been in the United States. Under the circumstances in which Canadian federation was negotiated, it is not difficult to understand how the negotiators reached a consensus on Section 91(24). Although Indians were no longer important militarily in 1867, the Indian communities in the Province of Canada at least had a long history of economic partnership and military alliance with Euroamericans. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 and land transfer treaties
also tied Indian communities to the British Crown. Negotiators certainly must have understood — especially in light of the controversy over the transfer of responsibility from London to Canada in 1860 — that if the provinces retained responsibility over Indian affairs after 1867, Indian leaders (and the British government) would interpret such a decision as a provocative breach of faith with the British Crown’s historic allies. So, in Canada, as in the United States, the important historic Native-newcomer relationships certainly must have influenced the decision makers.

Other factors also probably played a role. The BNA Act centralized political power more than American or Australian constitutions did. In contrast to the Articles of Confederation and the Australian Constitution, the BNA Act stipulates that all residual powers are vested in the federal government. \(^{45}\) Thus, the BNA Act had to include a section (s. 92) that listed those powers delegated to provinces, as well a section identifying those powers vested in the federal government (s. 91). Of course, although vesting residual powers with the federal government was very important, the federal government would still not have had exclusive jurisdiction over Indian affairs unless the BNA Act specifically said it did. Thus, it was decisive that the BNA Act vested “exclusive Legislative Authority … to all Matters” related to “Indians, and the Lands reserved for the Indians” to Ottawa.

While the provision has not prevented federal-provincial conflict over the management of Indian affairs, interjurisdictional disputes have been less thorny in Canada than in the United States.

Counter-factual history is a risky enterprise, but if we consider why some people in the United States and Australia resisted the federalization of Indigenous affairs, it will be easier to imagine how delegates might have argued that Canadian provinces should retain jurisdiction. The Indians of the Maritime colonies had never been British allies in war, although they had concluded peace treaties with representatives of the Crown. There were no land-transfer treaties in the Maritimes, and the fur trade had long been economically unimportant there by the 1860s. The Maritime colonial governments established and managed Indian reserves very differently than Upper Canadian reserves. Finally,
because the Indian population was small in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, Maritime delegates could anticipate that Maritime taxpayers would end up paying a disproportionately large share of the expenses of a federal department of Indian affairs. Also, had the colony of British Columbia had delegates at those negotiations, those delegates would have had reasons to insist that, because the circumstances of British Columbia’s large Indian population were so distinct, because British Columbia Indian policy was so different than Canadian policies, because the fur trade was still very important in much of British Columbia, and because the headquarters of a federal department was to be so far from British Columbia, British Columbia should retain jurisdiction over its Indian affairs. Finally, negotiators could have argued that because provinces were to retain control over Crown land, education, and health, it would be very difficult for the federal government to administer Indian affairs effectively and efficiently. Even if we discount counter-factual musings, we should acknowledge that writing that “the British North America Act assigned jurisdiction … to the federal government,”46 obscures the fact that people negotiated the BNA Act. Writing “those who negotiated the BNA Act decided to transfer control over Indian affairs from the individual colonies to the newly created federal government” better captures reality.

We should also acknowledge that federal politicians and bureaucrats chose how to exercise power over Indian affairs.47 Given that the Province of Canada never harmonized Indian affairs in the two halves of the colony before 1867, it was not inevitable that the Dominion government would do so after. Because the federal government had exclusive legislative powers, it could not neglect those powers, but politicians and bureaucrats pursued the harmonization of Indian policies with remarkable zeal. Already in May 1868, after federal bureaucrats had collected information about Indian affairs in the Maritime provinces, the federal government passed legislation that placed the Department of Indian Affairs within the new Department of the Secretary of State, repealed legislation respecting Indians in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and extended throughout
the Dominion certain legislation from Upper and Lower Cana-
d. Thereafter, politicians and officials continued the process of
making policy and legislation uniform. Although not often pre-
sented this way, the Indian Act of 1876 represents an important
step in that process. Thus, although faced with the challenge
of harmonizing the very different legislative, administrative, and
policy regimes in the provinces, and faced with Indian communi-
ties in different circumstances, the Canadian government quickly
undertook a process of federalization and harmonization.

Complicating matters, by the time the government passed
the Indian Act in 1876, Canada’s land mass — and its Indigenous
population — had increased dramatically. Section 146 of the
BNA Act stipulated that, with the agreement of the legislative
assemblies of Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, and Brit-
ish Columbia, and with the agreement of the Queen, Rupert’s
Land and the “North-western Territory,” might be added to the
federation. Canada acquired Rupert’s Land and the North West
Territory in 1870. Two colonies, British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island, negotiated entry into the Dominion in 1871 and
1873 respectively. So, only four years after federation, Canada’s
Indigenous population had more than doubled. Moreover, the
circumstances of Canada’s Indigenous peoples varied far more
than they had in 1867. These different circumstances led the
federal government to administer Indigenous affairs differently
in different parts of the country. For example, it passed different
legislation for Indian communities depending on their level of
“advancement.” In his annual report of 1872, Superintendent
General of Indian Affairs, Joseph Howe (who, as Indian Com-
missioner in Nova Scotia in the 1840s, had admired Canadian
Indian policy), wrote that “in dealing with the new Provinces
of British Columbia and Manitoba, and the wide Territories of
the North West, it has become already apparent that Indian
affairs cannot be managed by the application of the old machin-
ery which has been found to work so well in the Canadas.”
Howe overconfidently asserted that “before long the general
system of management, tested by the experience of the two Can-
adases, must be, in whole or in part, extended to those Provinces;
but in the meantime my attention has been directed to such measures as appeared to press for immediate consideration and adjustment.”  

The very different circumstances of Indigenous peoples, and resistance from and conflict with some Indigenous communities and provinces, made that impossible. For several decades beginning in 1872, the federal government maintained separate superintendencies to administer Indian affairs in British Columbia, and in Manitoba and the North-West Territories. But, although realities prevented the application of a uniform legislative, administrative, or policy regime, the federal government did exercise its exclusive powers in Indian affairs with considerable fervour in the early decades of federation.

In some respects, most notably in the realm of people of mixed Indigenous and European ancestry, Canada’s acquisition of Rupert’s Land very significantly influenced the administration of Indigenous affairs throughout Canada. As Gerhard Ens and Joe Sawchuck have explained, before 1870, both the American and British North American governments considered (or accepted) “half breeds” as Indian or non-Indian depending on their lifestyles, level of affiliation with Indian communities, and preferences, but they had never had a separate status. In the United States, “half breeds” who were not members of an Indian tribe at the time of treaty might be offered scrip at treaty time, but they were thereafter regarded as full citizens of the United States. It was only because of the very effective resistance of some Métis to the expansion of Canadian control over the Red River Colony, that the Canadian government agreed to a number of Métis demands, including adopting the American practice of granting scrip to “half breeds” who were not members of Indian tribes. However, Canada’s agreement to grant 1.4 million acres of land to the children of Métis heads of households, as enshrined in the Manitoba Act (1870), resulted in the first “new status category for Natives of mixed ancestry.” Although the Canadian government intended in 1870 that Manitoba would be an exception in that regard, through a complex process, the Canadian government eventually expanded to other regions its policy of dealing with the Métis as distinct peoples. In fact, beginning in 1899, the govern-
ment even sent out Métis scrip commissions together with treaty commissions. There is no evidence from the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, however, that anyone contemplated that the Métis fell under 91(24) of the BNA Act.

Negotiating Australian Federation, 1890-1901

The negotiations towards Australian federation unfolded very differently from their American or Canadian counterparts. Negotiations towards an Australasian federation proceeded comparatively slowly (1890–1901), and without great urgency. The Australasian negotiations were more public than either the Canadian or American deliberations. Moreover, unlike Canada and the United States, which were comparatively small at the time of federation but subsequently grew dramatically (in surface area, Indigenous population, and number of states or provinces), Australia comprised an entire continent in 1901, but added no additional states, and virtually no territory, thereafter. That was not inevitable.

Australian federation was preceded by the Federal Council of Australasia (FCA) (1883–1901), but New South Wales and New Zealand never joined the FCA, and South Australia participated only from 1888 to 1890. So, it was far from inevitable that all of the parties to negotiations would join a Commonwealth. The governments of each colony could decide whether or not to join. While perceived external threats partly explain the formation of the FCA and the Commonwealth of Australia, issues of defence and security against external threats were more urgent during the formations of Canada and the United States.

New Zealand had never joined the FCA, but was party to the crucial early negotiations towards an Australasian federation. New Zealand withdrew from negotiations in 1897, but Article 6 of the Constitution listed (and still lists) New Zealand as a possible state of the Commonwealth of Australia. Thus, New Zealand’s interests influenced Australian constitutional negotiations from beginning to end. In 1902, Western Australian parliamentarian, Hugh Mahon, wrote that his inquiries suggested that the provision in the 1901 Constitution that left Aboriginal affairs
in the hands of the states, originated in the insistence of New Zealand negotiators that New Zealand would retain jurisdiction over Maori affairs. Mahon’s information may be incorrect, and, even if correct, probably oversimplifies the negotiations. Still, the involvement of New Zealand, and the prospect — even in 1901 — that New Zealand might still join the federation, does partially explain the decentralized nature of Australian federation. Given the distance between New Zealand and the continent, New Zealanders were particularly leery of a strong central government.

According to James Bennett, New Zealanders in the 1890s held two important beliefs regarding Indigenous peoples that influenced their approach to federation: That Maori were superior to Australia’s Aboriginal peoples, and that Maori had been treated better than any other colonized people. Bennett warned against accepting at face value the many invidious comparisons made by New Zealand delegates, but without dismissing the significance of their perceptions. It is worth examining them. At the 1890 conference held in Melbourne, Captain William Russell, one of the New Zealand delegates, summarized his view of Maori-Pakeha (settler) history to explain why it would be essential that New Zealand government retain jurisdiction over Maori affairs. He said that

Not only have the settlers had to struggle against the forces of nature, but against a proud, indomitable, and courageous race of aborigines. That native race has been treated in a manner so considerate that the condition of no other native and savage race on the face of the globe can be compared to it.

Their right to their lands was recognised from the first. I do not boast that our public men were more pure in spirit than those of other countries, but as the colonization of New Zealand was effected originally through missionary zeal, through that, to a large extent, our hearts and policy were softened. But in addition to this feeling, the natives could defend their own interests and look down the sights of a rifle better than any other savage people.
They were many, and the white settlers were few, and when our hearts were not softened by the missionary, we were controlled by the thought of the Maoris’ numbers, and of their rifles. Therefore we recognised their right to their own land, and instead of confiscating it we admitted their claim to its full possession, administration, and disposal.

Members of the Conference may perhaps ask, why am I giving this short historical sketch? It bears materially upon the question of federation. The whole of New Zealand politics for years hinged almost entirely upon the native question. That question destroyed more Governments than anything else in New Zealand. All turned upon the necessity for keeping the natives at peace, and yet obtaining enough of their lands to further colonization. I am happy to say, and I thank God for it, that the day is past in which there is any probability — nay, any possibility — of another native war occurring. But one of the most important questions in New Zealand politics for many years to come must be that of native administration, and were we to hand over that question to a Federal Parliament — to an elective body, mostly Australians, that cares nothing and knows nothing about native administration, and the members of which have dealt with native races in a much more summary manner than we have ventured to deal with ours in New Zealand — the difficulty which precluded settlement for years in the North Island might again appear.

It is extremely improbable that hostilities would again break out between the natives and the white settlers, but the advance of civilization would be enormously delayed if the regulation of this question affecting New Zealand was handed over to a body of gentlemen who knew nothing whatever of the traditions of the past.
Russell’s description of the history of Maori-Pakeha relations is reminiscent of the North American contexts. But Russell used the contrast between the significance of Maori and insignificance of Australian Aboriginal peoples (and their legacies) to defend his argument that Maori affairs had to be managed from New Zealand. The example of New Zealand makes it easy to imagine that, had delegates from British Columbia attended negotiations in Charlottetown and Québec City in 1864, they might have argued that provinces should retain jurisdiction over Indian affairs.

The delegates from the Australian colonies probably agreed with Russell that Indigenous affairs should be a state power. Western Australia saw federation as a way to gain control over its Aboriginal affairs. When the British government granted Western Australia self-government in 1890, it was so concerned about the treatment of Aboriginal peoples there that it did so on the condition that the British Colonial office would continue to oversee Aboriginal affairs in the colony. States with relatively small Aboriginal populations (Tasmania, Victoria, and New South Wales) would not have to subsidize the bureaucracy in the other states. Thus, while Russell argued forcefully against placing Indigenous affairs in the hands of the federal government, and Mahon appears to have been convinced that New Zealand’s concerns had been influential, there is no reason to believe that there was any dissent. Indeed, Mahon also identified another factor. He believed that the consensus regarding Indigenous affairs was “probably due to the reluctance of the Federalists to assume a burden rather than to the determination of the States to preserve a right.”

Australasian negotiators always envisioned that a constitution would vest residual powers in the state governments, and that the federal government would not have power to legislate on matters relating to Aboriginal or Maori affairs. It appears as though in each of the constitutional conventions (1890, 1891, 1897, and 1898) and in the eventual Constitution, no serious thought was ever put to the possibility that jurisdiction would be transferred to the Commonwealth.
In 1891, when participants anticipated that the federation would include New Zealand, clause 33 of the draft constitution stated that the federal government would have full and exclusive power and authority … with respect to all or any of the matters following … 33. The affairs of people of any race with respect to whom it is deemed necessary to make special laws not applicable to the general community; but so that this power shall not extend to authorize legislation with respect to the affairs of the aboriginal native race in Australia and the Maori race in New Zealand.64

The position of Indigenous peoples in Australia was very different than it had been in North America. No Indigenous people participated in the drafting of any of the founding constitutional documents, of course, but Aboriginal peoples had experienced far fewer economic and military partnerships with settlers, and had enjoyed far less military importance than Indigenous peoples in North America and New Zealand. Accordingly, representatives of the British Crown had never found it expedient to conclude treaties (either peace treaties or land-cession treaties) with Aboriginal communities in Australia.

The Australian Constitution, 1901

There are noteworthy similarities and differences amongst the founding documents of the Australian, American, and Canadian federations. The Australian Constitution, like the American Articles of Confederation and Constitution, stipulated that all powers not explicitly granted to the federal government were retained by the state governments.65 That explains why the Australian Constitution does not have a provision analogous to the BNA Act’s 91(24), or the American Constitution’s 1(8) that explicitly delegates authority over Aboriginal affairs.

In 1901, the Australian Constitution mentioned Aboriginal peoples in two places. Section 51 included a revised version of the Aboriginal affairs clause first proposed in 1891:
The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the peace, order, and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to: … (xxvi) The people of any race, other than the aboriginal race in any State, for whom it is deemed necessary to make special laws.

Meanwhile, Section 127 stipulated that “in reckoning the numbers of people of the Commonwealth, or of a State or other part of the Commonwealth, aboriginal natives shall not be counted.” This provision did not (as some people have believed) forbid the federal government from including Aboriginal people in its census. It meant that when population was calculated for the purpose of the allocation of tax money collected by the federal government, and the allocation of seats in the House of Representatives, Aboriginal populations would not be included. So, it had the same purpose as — and may have been inspired by — Article 1(2) of the United States Constitution (now repealed) which stipulated that when the number of elected representatives was apportioned among the states, “Indians not taxed” would be excluded from the calculations.

Aboriginal Affairs and the Australian Constitution, 1901-1967

The campaign in Australia to federalize Aboriginal affairs sets Australian history apart from Canadian and United States history, but historians of North America should nevertheless be interested in the history of the Australian campaign. It is noteworthy that, during the decades-long, public, and political campaign, advocates for federalization consistently portrayed their cause as a just one: That federalization was in the best interests of Aboriginal peoples, although they also often referred to Australia’s national honour and international reputation. That they never appealed to Australia’s national security interests is unsurprising, but that they never (as far as I have been able to determine) referred the BNA Act or the American Constitution is more surprising. Indeed, the proponents of federalization could
have rebutted many of their skeptics’ arguments by reference to Canada and the United States, but appear not to have done so.

A few people soon began calling for constitutional change that would have had the Commonwealth (federal) government assume control over Aboriginal affairs. The campaign, which gathered strength over the decades, attracted advocates from a broad range of Australian society, including politicians and political parties (especially the Labor Party after 1961), bureaucrats (including prominent officials within state departments of Aboriginal affairs such as A.O. Neville), missionaries and church leaders, women’s and feminist organizations (including the Australian Federation of Women Voters), humanitarians and reformers, prominent anthropologists and scientific organizations (including A.P. Elkin and the Australian Association for the Advancement of Science), labour unions, and sporting groups.72 During the early years, most of these advocates and organizations spoke patronizingly on behalf of (not in concert with) Aboriginal leaders, but grew more likely to cooperate with Aboriginal leaders and organizations as time went on. Beginning in the 1920s, Aboriginal leaders and organizations themselves became increasingly prominent, vocal, and effective activists for federalization. They included Shadrach James (1859–1946), William Cooper (1861–1941), Douglas Nicholls (1906–1988), Bill Ferguson (1882–1950), Bill Onus (1906–1968), and their organizations, ranging from the Australian Aborigines’ League (AAL), and Aborigines Protective Association, to the Council for Aboriginal Rights, and the Federal Council for the Advancement of Aborigines, which was renamed the Federal Council for the Advancement of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders (FCAATSI) in 1964.73 Aboriginal voices, at least until the late 1950s, were dominated by moderate, educated, Christianized, relatively acculturated Aboriginal leaders. Public support for constitutional change grew haltingly until constitutional change was finally accomplished in 1967.

Because of the amending formula laid out in the Constitution itself, campaigners had to convince federal and state governments to cooperate to hold a referendum that, if passed,
would result in constitutional change. Particularly noteworthy early opportunities to accomplish change arose when a Royal Commission on the Constitution met between 1927 and 1929, when premiers met in Adelaide in August 1936, and when Aboriginal leaders held their famous Aboriginal Day of Mourning on 150th anniversary of British colonization in Australia (26 January 1938). In each case advocates were disappointed.

Finally, in a 1944 referendum, Australians were asked to approve the transfer of fourteen powers to federal control for a period of five years. A “yes” vote would have changed s. 51 so that the federal government would “have the power to make laws … with respect to … (xiv) the people of the aboriginal race.” Charlie Fox was probably right when he argued that “the Aboriginal clause was placed last on the list of powers to be transferred in the referendum — underlining its status as an afterthought — and, in the national and state debates about Commonwealth powers in the wider referendum campaign, it was generally marginalised, overshadowed by seemingly weightier issues such as repatriation and employment.” Most scholars agree that voters almost certainly would have approved the Aboriginal clause if they had been asked to vote on each of the fourteen powers separately, but because voters rejected the entire package, the proposal relating to Aboriginal affairs failed. Had the Aboriginal clause passed, the wording of the Australian Constitution would have been similar to the wording of Article 1(8) of the American Constitution: It would not have stipulated that the federal government had sole and exclusive authority in Aboriginal affairs, but neither would it have explicitly given states any power over Aboriginal affairs. We can only speculate as to how the Australian state and federal governments or High Court would have interpreted the amended clause.

The referendum that finally did amend the Constitution occurred in 1967. However, a “yes” vote in the 1967 referendum changed the Constitution very differently than a “yes” vote would have in 1944. The actual referendum question was vague: “Do you approve the proposed law for the alteration of the Constitution entitled — ‘An Act to alter the Constitution so as to omit
certain words relating to the People of the Aboriginal Race in any State and so that Aboriginals are to be counted in reckoning the Population?”79 In other words, the “yes” vote resulted in striking all of section 127 that stipulated that “in reckoning the numbers of people of the Commonwealth, or of a State or other part of the Commonwealth, aboriginal natives shall not be counted,” and striking eight words from section 51 as follows: “The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the peace, order, and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to: … (xxvi) The people of any race, other than the aboriginal race in any State, for whom it is deemed necessary to make special laws.” So, the “yes” vote in 1967 resulted in the elimination of all references to Aboriginal affairs or Aboriginal people from the Australian Constitution. That fact offers an important clue as to the government’s intentions.

Because of the long history of activism, the vague referendum question, and the lack of any campaign for a “no” vote, it is understandable that many Australians were, and still are, uncertain about the intent and effect of the 1967 referendum.80 By 1967, potential change to section 51(26) had become so closely associated with the goal of federalizing Aboriginal affairs, that it was easy to assume that the referendum would accomplish that goal. In fact, much evidence suggests that the federal government had very different goals in mind in 1967. Historians of North America will see that the Australian government’s goals were very similar to the goals of American and Canadian governments at about the same time.81

A sample of some of the arguments made during the long federalization campaign helps explain why many Australians assumed that any change to the Aboriginal clause would result in federalization. Already in 1902, the enigmatic Australian Labour Party Member of Parliament for Coolgardie, Hugh Mahon argued that as long as Section 51 remained unchanged, “the Federation is powerless to ameliorate the condition of the natives — or to take effective steps, should such be necessary, to vindicate the ways of the white man towards them.”82 He continued:
The aboriginal demands, sympathetic but undeviating treatment. Centralisation would give that; and, in addition, promote economy and efficiency; while also, it may be hoped, infusing a little more humanity into the management of the natives … The national executive is not amenable to the influence of those who profit by the serfdom of the natives. To at least five constituencies in Western Australia the continuance of this system was of great importance. The State Ministry could not always afford to disregard the votes of the five gentlemen who represented these districts. … The Commonwealth must shoulder a share of the “white man’s burden” in these seas. … no local interest is strong enough to intimidate it [a national government] from a policy dictated by humanity, and which will redeem the good name of Australia. The expectation is also based on experience of Imperial administration. It is true of more than one colony that the natives were treated with greater clemency before the concession of responsible government than after.83

Similarly, proponents of change argued before the Royal Commission on the Constitution (1927–29) that federal control would facilitate uniform policies and administration, would reduce the influence of local interests hostile to Aboriginal peoples, would ensure better funding, and would improve Australia’s image in the world.84

In anticipation of the 1936 Premiers’ conference, William Cooper wrote a letter on behalf of the AAL calling for federalization of Aboriginal affairs:

We do plead for one controlling authority, the Commonwealth and request that all aboriginal interests be absolutely federalised. This will enable a continuous common policy of uplift, which we trust will contain provision for the exploitation of all natives’ reserves by the natives. … We plead for this, but if the Premiers are not willing to lose a responsibility they do not wish to retain
we plead for a common policy under Commonwealth control or influence with a subsidising of the States on the aboriginal per capita basis. We have no hope where the States with large aboriginal populations cannot adequately finance their obligations and the States with small aboriginal populations, or none, as in the case of Tasmania, should not be freed from responsibility.85

During the famous Aboriginal Day of Mourning, held in January 1938 to protest celebrations of the 150th anniversary of British colonization of Australia, one of the demands of the Aborigines Progressive Association was for “a National Policy for Aborigines” and “Commonwealth Government control of all Aboriginal Affairs.”86

There is little doubt that the 1944 referendum was about federalization. In the lead-up to the 1944 referendum, Attorney-General, H.V. Evatt asserted that “Few will deny that the care and welfare of the Australian aborigines should, in principle, be a national responsibility.”87 Also in the lead-up to the referendum, A.P. Elkin published a 109-page pamphlet that stated the case for federalization. For example, he explained four main reasons for federalizing, and three possible approaches to federalization (including two that could be pursued even if the referendum failed).88 Even if the referendum had passed, it is unlikely that the federal government would have attempted to develop and administer one national Aboriginal policy regime.

Even as late as 1964, Billy Snedden, Attorney General in Robert Menzies’ government, said words in the House of Representatives, that show that he assumed that changes to the Constitution would result in the federalization of Aboriginal affairs (something he opposed):

the problems of the Victorian aboriginal natives are vastly different from those of the aborigines in the Northern Territory or in north-west Western Australia. At present the States have the power. If this proposed change were accepted it would create a situation where the Commonwealth was vested with power which, if it
chose to exercise it, would take away the power of the States. … There would be no point in going through this procedure unless the Commonwealth were to exercise the power and I am sure that I could not contemplate a situation where that is desirable.\(^{89}\)

Finally, even during the 1967 referendum campaign FCAATSI leaders, such as Jack Horner and Faith Bandler, publicly stated that a “yes” vote would result in the federal government taking responsibility for Aboriginal affairs (although they also used the rhetoric of equal rights).\(^{90}\) Clearly then, the close connection between the drive to change s. 51(26) and the federalization of Aboriginal affairs was so longstanding by the mid-1960s that many activists must have seen the 1967 referendum as the government’s acceptance of that aim. If so, they were mistaken.

Beginning in the late 1950s, civil rights and equal rights activists put forward new arguments in favour of constitutional amendment.\(^{91}\) The influential socialist and feminist, Jessie Street, and the Australian Federation of Women Voters (AFWV) called for constitutional change, not so that the federal government would take responsibility for Aboriginal affairs, but so that Aboriginal people would achieve equal rights. Street incorrectly argued that changes to the Constitution would end racial discrimination and give Aboriginal people citizenship.\(^{92}\) From that time on, the discourse of full equality, full citizenship, and anti-discrimination co-existed with (although dominated) the discourse of federalization. When the government of Harold Holt proposed to amend the Constitution in 1967, it adopted the goals and rhetoric of anti-discrimination, equality, and full citizenship, not of federalization.

Attorney General Billy Snedden had opposed constitutional change in 1964, but suddenly proposed it to cabinet in 1965. Why? Cabinet minutes show that when Snedden proposed the referendum bill to cabinet in 1965, “he informed his colleagues that it was very unlikely the government would want to use the new powers it would obtain by the amendment of this section [51] of the Constitution.”\(^{93}\) Even thus reassured, the cabinet
balked. It was only after Harold Holt replaced Robert Menzies as prime minister in 1966, that the inertia was broken. Holt, eager to set himself apart from his long-serving predecessor, proceeded towards referendum. Even then, there was opposition within cabinet. Charles Barnes, Minister for External Territories, feared that if the referendum succeeded, “the Commonwealth would have to take responsibility for Aboriginal welfare throughout the Commonwealth … or be subjected to increasing criticism for not doing so.” Barnes was right to be worried. After the referendum, Australian governments have often been criticized for failing to take responsibility for Aboriginal affairs. However, the Holt government clearly intended that a “yes” vote in 1967 would have a very different result than a “yes” vote would have had in 1944.

What is striking is that advocates for federalization appear not to have protested the proposed wording in 1967. They appear never to have suggested that the language used in 91(24) of the BNA Act, or Article 1(8) of the American Constitution should be used as a model for change to 51(26). They did not even call for the wording of the 1944 referendum. Granted, had they insisted, the Holt government certainly would have refused. Perhaps advocates for federalization, including those within FCAATSI, hoped that Charles Barnes’ fears could be made real: that political pressure would force the federal government to assume responsibility for Aboriginal affairs after 1967.

Snedden did convince his cabinet colleagues to proceed with the 1967 referendum, but there is no reason to believe that Harold Holt did so with any intention of taking responsibility for Aboriginal affairs. Holt had no record as an advocate for Aboriginal peoples. In his memoirs, Paul Hasluck, expressed dismay that Holt received any credit on Aboriginal issues: “In sixteen years with him in Cabinet I had never known him to show any interest in Aborigines and when he was Treasurer from December 1958 to January 1966 he had certainly been much less responsive than [Arthur] Fadden had been to my bids for funds for Aborigines.” Hasluck himself did not believe that the federal government should assume responsibility for Aboriginal affairs, even if he believed that the federal government’s role should
grow. Moreover, Hasluck believed that few Australians voted “yes” in 1967 expecting their vote to result in federalization:

My view is that the large majority who voted for a change were expressing a strong opinion that more should be done for Aborigines and that any appearance of discrimination against them should be removed. I doubt whether the voters were making a considered judgement on the question of Federal and State powers or that they required the Federal Government to take the principal role in the administration of aboriginal affairs.

The material given to Australians in preparation for the referendum certainly supports Hasluck’s interpretation. That material explained what a “yes” vote would mean:

First, it will remove words from our Constitution that many people think are discriminatory against the Aboriginal people.
Second, it will make it possible for the Commonwealth Parliament to make special laws for the people of the Aboriginal race, wherever they may live, if the Parliament considers it necessary.

Although almost 90 percent of Australians did vote “yes,” many must have been unsure or mistaken about what they were voting for. Some long-time proponents of federalization did try to lower people’s expectations. In a column in the Sydney Morning Herald shortly before the vote, A. P. Elkin supported a “yes” vote but cautioned readers about what a “yes” vote would mean: “The States as a whole have not been prepared to hand over to the Commonwealth the administration of Aboriginal affairs, nor are they willing to do so now.”

Attwood and Markus concluded that “the government’s belated decision to conduct the referendum was a rather uninterested, even cynical, one that had little if anything to do with any program of change in Aboriginal affairs, and much more to do with maintaining the status quo, shoring up the government’s
position at home, and bolstering Australia’s image abroad.”

Those familiar with North American history could add one more apparent motivation. The Holt government’s actions and rhetoric were consistent with liberal-individualist governments’ efforts in North America to make Indigenous people constitutionally and statutorily indistinguishable from non-Indigenous people. Or, stated differently, the goals and rhetoric of the Holt government in 1967 were strikingly like the goals and rhetoric associated with the American government’s assimilationist Termination Policy. Oddly, although not officially repudiated until 1970, Termination’s days were numbered in 1967, thanks to rising Indian protests. Two years after the referendum, Pierre Trudeau’s Canadian government espoused the same goals, and used the same rhetoric in its 1969 White Paper. Within a year, Trudeau retreated from his policy proposal in the face of opposition and protest. Still today, among Aboriginal leaders in the United States and Canada, the words “termination” and “White Paper” are short-hand for governments’ assimilationist agendas. Australia’s 1967 referendum did not result in federalization, because federalization was not the government’s goal. It is ironic, then, that resistance eventually defeated “equal citizenship” policies in North America, while many Australian Aboriginal people cheered the results of the 1967 referendum with euphoria.

Not surprisingly, Harold Holt and his Liberal-Country coalition successors did nothing to seize any of the federal government’s expanded powers. Holt gave himself the responsibility for and created a three-member Council for Aboriginal Affairs, consisting of three non-Indigenous people, including the prominent economist and public servant, H. C. (Nugget) Coombs as Chair, and anthropologist, W. E. H. Stanner, and diplomat, Barrie Dexter as members. The council was instructed “to advise the Government in the formulation of national policies for the advancement of the aboriginal citizens of Australia.” Holt also created an Office of Aboriginal Affairs (with Dexter in charge) to service that council. However, Holt made it clear that the government was intent on maintaining the status quo. After Holt died suddenly in late 1967, his successor, John Gorton (1968–1971) handed responsi-
bility for Aboriginal affairs to the Minister of the Environment, with W. C. Wentworth as minister. Then, during his short term, William McMahon (1971–1972) created a Department of the Environment, Aborigines, and the Arts — surely one of the most unusual combinations of portfolios ever shoehorned into one department — with Peter Howson as minister.

Gough Whitlam and the Labor Party made much of the government’s inaction. During the 1972 election campaign, a time of considerable Aboriginal activism in Australia, Whitlam stated that “in 1967 we, the people of Australia, by an overwhelming majority imposed upon the Commonwealth the constitutional responsibility for aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders. The Commonwealth Parliament has still not passed a single law which it could not have passed before and without that referendum.” He promised that, if elected, “there will be a separate Ministry for Aboriginal Affairs; it will have offices in each State to give the Commonwealth a genuine presence in the States.” The election of Whitlam ushered in what one scholar described as a period of “legislative zeal.” The Department of Aboriginal Affairs was created in December 1972, with Gordon Bryant as minister. The Aboriginal Affairs (Arrangements with the States) Act of 1973 signalled an intent to increase federal government involvement in and provided for the possibility that the federal government would take over responsibility (with the agreement of states). Whitlam’s government also passed legislation overriding discriminatory state legislation, and outlawing discrimination on the basis of race. That period of zeal ended in 1975 with the end of Whitlam’s government, and the federal government has never assumed responsibility for Aboriginal affairs in any way comparable to the federal governments in North America.

Opinions have been divided on the result of the 1967 referendum. In 1981, Matt Foley argued that “The only conclusion we can come to is that the Federal Government must be made to do the job the people of Australia asked it to do via the 1967 referendum.” Paul Hasluck disagreed. In 1988, he decried the growth of the federal department:
The original intention in the creation of Council and the Office of Aboriginal affairs appears to have been that it would advise and co-ordinate policy and provide for Federal-State consultation and there does not seem to have been any plan to create a new department. … In less than ten years the new Department had proliferated all over the continent, with warrens on every bare hillside — a Central Office in Canberra, Regional and Area offices in all States and at least a dozen commissions, councils, conferences and institutions studying, arguing, consulting, and drawing their travelling allowances and sitting fees. Money glistened everywhere like flowers in the desert after rain.\textsuperscript{115}

In 1989, Scott Bennett summed up the legacy of the 1967 referendum in the following way:

When we look at the history of Commonwealth-State activity in Aboriginal affairs [in Australia] since 1967, we might well wonder whether a massive, if unintentional confidence trick was played on Aborigines in the referendum. The overwhelming message of the 1967 campaign was of a new dawn for Aborigines because of the coming involvement of the Commonwealth in their affairs, but there is no evidence of anyone attempting to alert Aborigines to the pitfalls placed in the path of reformers by the presence of the federal system.\textsuperscript{116}

There was, however, nothing unintentional about the Holt government’s plan. It seems that the cause of Indigenous peoples in all three countries was swept up by a broad movement for civil rights that included women’s liberation and racial equality (the fact that Australian Indigenous peoples are also “Blacks,” adds to the complexity of the Australian context).\textsuperscript{117} Those who advocated for special (not merely equal) Aboriginal rights made little headway until the last years of the 1960s — in time to block the terminationist agendas of the Canadian and American govern-
ments, but not before a major goal of the terminationists had been accomplished in Australia.\textsuperscript{118}

**Moves towards Provincialization and Federalization in Canada, 1924–2016**

Australia’s government was not the only federal government seeking to avoid responsibility for Indigenous affairs. Canadian and American governments also unsuccessfully attempted to “terminate” federal departments of Indian affairs during the 1950s and 1960s. By that time, the Canadian federal government had already grown averse to including Indigenous peoples under 91(24). There were few if any “Eskimos” (Inuit) within Canada’s 1867 boundaries, but that changed thanks to territorial expansion in 1870 and 1880. As the reach of the Canadian state expanded northward, the government had to decide how to deal with “Eskimos.” William Lyon Mackenzie King’s government introduced an amendment to the *Indian Act* in 1924 that proposed to treat “Eskimos” as status Indians, but, responding to pressure from the opposition, revised the legislation to state merely that the Superintendent of Indian Affairs would have “charge of Eskimo affairs.”\textsuperscript{119}

By the 1930s, the federal government sought to divest itself completely of responsibility for the Inuit within the provinces. That provoked a dispute with the government of Québec, which insisted that the federal government take responsibility. Thus, the federal and Québec governments referred the following question to Supreme Court: “Does the term ‘Indians,’ as used in head 24 of section 91 of the *British North America Act*, 1867, include Eskimo inhabitants of the Province of Québec?” The Supreme Court decided in the affirmative, thus federalizing Eskimo affairs.\textsuperscript{120} Nevertheless, the government administered the Inuit as though they had the same rights and responsibilities as non-Indians. When the government passed the amended *Indian Act* of 1951, it clarified that “a reference in this Act to an Indian does not include any person of the race of aborigines commonly referred to as Eskimos.”\textsuperscript{121}
The federal government also avoided taking responsibility for the Indigenous peoples of Newfoundland when that colony joined Canada in 1949. Newfoundland had never created any apparatus or legislation specific to Indigenous peoples; there had been no special department, no treaties, and no reserves. An early draft agreement stipulated that when Newfoundland became a province, “the Indians and Eskimos … would be the sole responsibility of the federal government.” However, in September 1948, officials in the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) suggested that it would be improper to place people who had never had any special legal status under the Indian Act. According to Adrian Tanner, DIA officials believed that applying the Indian Act in Newfoundland would undermine the aim of assimilation, while incurring large additional costs for the federal government. In October 1948, K. J. Carter, Newfoundland Secretary of Natural Resources, agreed that Canada would transfer money to the government of Newfoundland for the purposes of administering Indigenous peoples, but that “it would be a retrograde step to bring the Indians and Eskimos under the restrictive provisions of the Indian Act.”

Tanner attributed Newfoundland’s acquiescence to the fact that Newfoundland did not consider Aboriginal issues to be a high priority. Yet, reflecting in 1998 on the arrangement, he concluded that “it is difficult to make a convincing case that Newfoundland, by following this distinctive policy, … has benefited from this decision.” David MacKenzie has observed that the decision, made without consultation with Indigenous leaders, was prelude to decades of lobbying on the part of those leaders: “Over the years the issue grew into one of great significance to the native peoples of Newfoundland, especially among those who felt excluded and denied the benefits and services accorded to other aboriginal people in Canada.” Indeed, over time, the federal government did take more responsibility for Indigenous affairs in the province. In 1984, the Mi’kmaq at Conne River (Miawpukek) became a band under the Indian Act, and in 1997, after tragic circumstances at Davis Inlet made interna-
tional headlines in 1992 and 1993, the federal government took responsibility for the Innu in Labrador.\footnote{130}

The process of federalization of Indigenous affairs continued into the very recent past. On 14 April 2016, the Supreme Court of Canada rendered its ruling in the Daniels case.\footnote{131} In that case, the plaintiffs sought a declaration that “that Métis and non-status Indians are ‘Indians’ under s. 91(24).” That it was plausible that the Supreme Court might make such a declaration was the result of long and complicated historical processes and events, perhaps none more significant than that Section 35 (2) of Canada’s \textit{Constitution Act} of 1982, which stipulates that “‘the aboriginal peoples of Canada’ includes the Indian, Inuit, and Métis peoples of Canada.”\footnote{132}

Courts, of course, make legal, not anthropological or historical decisions. So, we might say that the court ruled that the word “Indian” in 91(24) should now be interpreted to include all aboriginal people. The “Reasons for Judgment,” written by J. Abella, state that “both federal and provincial governments have, alternately, denied having legislative authority over non-status Indians and Métis. ... This results in these Indigenous communities being in a jurisdictional wasteland with significant and obvious disadvantaging consequences.”\footnote{133} This ruling might have caused considerable disruption, given that section 91(24) explicitly extends \textit{exclusive} authority of the federal government to Indians. One might expect that the court would have declared all provincial legislation relating to Métis people invalid, and that for the future, provincial governments were unable to legislate on matters relating to the Métis. But, the court ruled that federal jurisdiction “does not mean that all provincial legislation pertaining to Métis and non-status Indians is inherently \textit{ultra vires}.”\footnote{134} In essence, the court ruled that the term “Indian” in 91(24) “can be equated with the term ‘aboriginal peoples of Canada’” as used in the \textit{Constitution Act} of 1982, but that in Métis affairs, the federal and provincial governments share powers.
Conclusion

When placed in the context of earlier developments in the United States and subsequent developments in Australia, the fact that the BNA Act immediately and unambiguously vested Indian affairs with the Canadian federal government, and that the government attempted to develop one uniform administration of Indian affairs, takes on significance that Canadian historians have overlooked. Even if we assume that delegates never seriously considered a possibility other than federal control in Canada, we might view Canadian history differently when we realize that delegates never seriously considered anything but state control in Australia, and that federal and state control evolved in complex ways in the United States. The consequences in the three countries were significant.

It is impossible to know whether it is more true that the long Australian federalization campaign deflected people’s attention away from other pressing Aboriginal issues, or that the constitutional issue inspired activists (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) who otherwise might not have become politically active. But, it is significant that activists in Australia expended countless hours, incalculable expense, and immeasurable energy in a failed attempt to achieve constitutional provisions that existed in Canada at the moment of federation, and in the United States without a large public campaign.135

Despite the significant differences, however, there are common themes in the history of the three countries. Canadian and American history may be less distinct from Australian history than Biskup and Attwood and Markus assumed. The evidence presented in this article suggests that negotiators were influenced by the degree to which Aboriginal peoples had been significant to colonial economies, national security, and imperial and international rivalries when they decided whether or not Indigenous affairs should be federalized in any jurisdiction. Where Aboriginal peoples had developed formal connections with the British Crown (as economic partners, military allies or enemies, and as
treaty partners) it would have been provocative to undermine the connection at federation.

Time, however, also appears to have been a factor. In each country, Indigenous leaders themselves consistently argued that national governments, not state or provincial governments, should take responsibility for Indigenous affairs. Over time, and especially after World War II, federal governments increasingly sought to avoid extending their jurisdiction over Indigenous peoples, and sought to divest themselves of special powers where they existed. After World War II, politicians and the public (including to some extent, Aboriginal peoples) in all three countries perceived that older Indigenous policies had failed, that assimilation was the proper goal of Indigenous policies, and that the avoidance of or elimination of all constitutional and statutory distinctions between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples not only served the goal of assimilation, but was just and fair. Thus, policies in all three countries geared towards the termination of all statutory Indigenous status, were manifestations of an international equal rights movement. Canada’s 1969 White Paper has parallels in the United States and Australia.
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